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Happy 50th birthday to SINGAPORE; while National Day, the anniversary of the island nation's founding, is August 9, its circa 5.5m citizens and residents have been celebrating all year with a chock-a-block calendar of events, from the Southeast Asian Games (which the city hosted in June) to the inauguration of its 64,000sq m National Art Gallery in the coming months. There's soon to be an ultra-luxurious new hotel brand minted here too, with its flagship property of two heritage buildings renovated to elegant new purpose. The 157 rooms and suites at The Patina, Capitol Singapore (www.patinahotels.com; from about £519) are spread across the 1933 Capitol Building, 1904 Stamford House and an adjacent slick, curvilinear glass pavilion designed by Richard Meier. The late great Jaya Ibrahim authored the room decor - a take on his signature Zen-meets-opulence style - and Peruvian master Pedro Miguel Schiaffino will oversee the kitchen and a bar designed by New York darlings AvroKo, which will toe the artisanal cocktail line that Singapore has been doing so well of late. And after an absence from the Lion City last year, British Polo Day (www.britishpoloday.com) - the glittering, world-circuit sport-slash-social event - returns on October 31, with the Singapore Polo Club team playing Cambridge. From there things get really interesting, as British Polo Day's organisers take their travelling party to the island of Sumba in INDONESIA on November 3 for a seven-day extravaganza of stand-up paddleboarding and hilltop yoga, parties and beach barbecues, culminating in a game played on the sand. It's all happening - where else? - at Nihiwatu (www.nihiwatu.com; from $1,100 for three nights), where owner Chris Burch is this month adding his own sprawling estate to the resort pool, along with two traditional three-bedroom Sumbanese villas set at the Celebes Sea's edge, overlooking Nihi's now almost too famous left-hand surf break.

A different take on wilderness is what Natural World Safaris (www.naturalworldsafaris.com) founder Will Bolsover proposes this October in Chile, where a small group will venture into PATAGONIA's Torres del Paine National Park in pursuit of the Andean puma, accompanied by preeminent photographer and crack mountain guide Diego Araya. Guests will spend four days (from £1,850 per person) exploring the park's eastern reaches (an advance team will be dispatched to track the cats for the most seamless sighting and
establishment, has a new private three-bedroom villa on offer. Guests of Anchorage House (from $1,500 per night) can take advantage of all the Wauwinet's draws, from its hybrid bikes and excellent spa to Topper's, its seafood-centric restaurant, considered the best on Nantucket. The house's two vast wooden decks, private garden and massive fireplace (for when the winds buffet this northeasternmost corner of the island) round out its charms.

ホームページで14m in CHINA might not seem the most intuitive location for a resort brand known for purveying sustainable indulgence at various beachy, back-of-beyond coordinates, but CHENGDU is where Six Senses has planted its first flag in the Middle Kingdom. Six Senses Qing Cheng Mountain (www.sixsenses.com; from £260) leverages its proximity to the Unesco-protected Dujiangyan heritage site and Mount Qingcheng rather than to the metropolis: its 113 suites and villas have all the eco and style credentials the company's known for (the beamed ceilings and smoothly planked walls are all of sustainable timber), while the 1,700sq m spa - complete with indoor-outdoor pools and 10 treatment rooms - is vintage Six Senses.

The Luberon is quintessential PROVENCE, a département where landscapes are so perfect they look as if they should be copyrighted to Peter Mayle's franchise. Now a hotel that actually took a star turn in a Mayle vehicle is back in business here: La Bastide de Gordes (www.bastide-de-gordes.com; from €340), which some will recognise from the Mayle-authored, Ridley Scott-directed A Good Year. A €20m top-to-toe renovation has left the original villa luxuriously ready to welcome guests, with 40 rooms and suites restored along resolutely traditional lines – profusions of toile de Jouy, gilt frames and slipper chairs – and a full-service Sisley spa.

In LONDON, a familiar and much venerated face has just made a stunning reappearance. After a 17-month closure, the Grade II-listed Regency interiors of The Lanesborough (www.thelanesborough.com; from £715) boast a design scheme awash with the work of British bespoke makers, from chandeliers to hand-stencilled and bronze-inlaid designs (about 5,000 of them throughout the hotel) to trompe l'oeil wall paintings. But a Gallic talent might be the most exciting news for some: Eric Fréchon, of Le Bristol in Paris, has been installed in the kitchens as chef patron, along with his épicure protégé Florian Favario, as chef de cuisine. +